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Hyperfine splitting of the 1s ground state of atomic H
2

p
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e

<latexit sha1_base64="tFisMI6rn0OKJBMqYOa4m26BBjM=">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</latexit>

F = 1 gu = 3 Eu = 5.87⇥ 10�6 eV

<latexit sha1_base64="HX5jpGX3DOl9kUpakpvATPjqm+4=">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</latexit>

F = 0 g` = 1 E` = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="gAks5bB07hISNhT6A0j4zWgYOgY=">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</latexit>

⌫ = 1420.4MHz

<latexit sha1_base64="xy/HY0pvF7+y+EDztLh+nQwbhmM=">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</latexit>

� = 21.106 cm

<latexit sha1_base64="LISD0UwsDBEG4htnDOFlEQodr/4=">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</latexit>

�E/kB = 0.06816K

<latexit sha1_base64="MNkGDaoMDQ5XUj8WpSCvSjpqrGU=">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</latexit>

spin-parallel
magnetic-moment antiparallel

spin-antiparallel
magnetic-moment parallel

Au` = 2.8843⇥ 10�15 s�1 = (11.0Myr)�1

<latexit sha1_base64="WERQdMBZJ7L5aNzryRBw3eCZl10=">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</latexit>

1s 2S1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="2luVeP/MUYKjTqZz7Fc6nan66so=">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</latexit>

Note that the magnetic moment is proportional to the charge, so the 
electron and proton have opposite directions of the magnetic moments.



Difference between Ly𝛼 and 21 cm transitions
• The excitation energy for Ly𝛼 (E = 10.2 eV, E/k = 118,000 K) is much higher than the kinetic 

temperature of the neutral ISM.

- Collisional excitation is unimportant, and most hydrogen atoms are in the lower level of the Ly𝛼 
transition.

- The Ly𝛼 has a higher energy by a factor of 1.7x106 than the 21 cm.

• The excitation energy for 21 cm is ~ 5.9 μeV, and its equivalent temperature E/k = 0.068 K is 
much lower than the temperature of the cosmic microwave background.
- Even the CMB is able to populate the upper level.
- If collisions are frequent, then the spin temperature will be solely determined by collisions, 

and thus will be a good tracer of the gas kinetic temperature.
- Thus, there is ample opportunity to populate the upper energy level of the 21 cm hyperfine 

transition. The level populations for the 21 cm levels, since                               in all circumstances 
of the ISM.

3

- However, in many cases (in particular in WNM), the hyperfine levels may not be in excitation 
equilibrium. Radio astronomers use the term spin temperature  for 21 cm rather than the “excitation 
temperature.”
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<latexit sha1_base64="GHwqvCUyLMEQxXKUWn0l4kTozKs=">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</latexit>

Texc � 0.068K

<latexit sha1_base64="002i4QHpzT7GGSPm+WL78CYd4ww=">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</latexit>

nu

n`
=

gu
g`

e�h⌫/kTexc = 3 e�0.068K/Texc ' 3

<latexit sha1_base64="TsEycndI0/umQ2HgdxH8MONW4Hg=">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</latexit>

nu

n`
=

gu
g`

exp

✓
�118, 000K

T

◆
= 1.7⇥ 10�51 at T = 1000K

<latexit sha1_base64="Ud2vDSoykAoKFyaM0UabOHVqtC8=">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</latexit>
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• Typical optical depths of the 21-cm line:

- In the CNM, a typical spin temperature  is                                :

The CNM is in general optically thin, but show significant absorption.
- In the WNM, a typical spin temperature is                                      :

The 21-cm absorption is negligible in the WNM.

Typical Optical Depths of the 21-cm line
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Typical H I column density in our Galaxy
• Column density

5

in our Galaxy, except for the 
Lockman hole

The Lockman hole is an area of 
the sky in which minimal 
amounts of neutral hydrogen gas 
are observed.

Column density in  Lockman hole

Coordinates:
(l, b) = (149.77, 52.03)
(RA, dec) = (10h45m, +58deg)

Size: ~ 15 square degreesDickey and Lockman 1990



21 cm emission & absorption lines
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Fig. 5.2. Galactic 21 cm HI
line emission from the HI4PI
survey, covering longitude
40◦ < l < 60◦, latitude
−5◦ < b < 5◦, at a velocity
of 30 km s−1. The inset
shows the mean spectrum of
this region in units of
brightness temperature
versus velocity. The vertical
dotted line shows the
velocity slice shown in the
image.

into masses. This led to an estimate of the total atomic mass (hydrogen
plus helium) in the Galaxy of ∼1010 M$, which is about an order
of magnitude lower than the total mass in stars. The average volume
density can also be inferred from the observed column density once the
size scales are known. It is hard to define the boundaries of intrinsically
nebulous ISM features but the typical densities for atomic clouds range
over nH ∼ 106−8 m−3.

5.3 Temperature
The simplicity of the 21 cm column density calculation is due to the HI
hyperfine states always being in Boltzmann equilibrium. Consequently,
the emission depends only on the amount of neutral hydrogen along the
line of sight and not on how dense or warm it is. So how then can we
measure the temperature of atomic gas?

The answer lies in the inverse temperature dependence of the
opacity (Equation 5.5). Cold gas absorbs more strongly than warm gas,
ultimately due to the stimulated emission term B21 in Equation 3.17.
We therefore need to consider line absorption. The simplest geometry is
shown in Figure 5.3 where two neighboring lines of sight pass through
an HI cloud with a uniform kinetic temperature TH and optical depth
τ . The first line of sight measures cloud emission only. Dropping
the ν dependence for clarity and using the definition of brightness
temperature in the Rayleigh–Jeans formulation for the radiative transfer
(Equations 5.3, 5.8), we have

TB,1 = TH (1 − e−τ ). (5.10)

48 Atomic Regions

Fig. 5.3. Schematic of an
absorption experiment to
measure the temperature of
an atomic cloud. The !rst
line of sight measures the
emission from the cloud
only, illustrated by the
spectrum in the top left. The
second line of sight contains
a background source with
continuum temperature Tc.
The difference between the
two lines of sight reveals a
dip in the continuum
emission due to absorption
by the cloud, illustrated by
the spectrum in the bottom
right.
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However, the second line of sight includes an additional component,
with brightness temperature Tc, from the background source,

TB,2 = TH (1 − e−τ ) + Tce
−τ . (5.11)

The background source is typically a quasar that emits over a
continuum so Tc can be measured at neighboring frequencies away from
the HI line. Thus the two equations can be solved to determine the two
unknowns,

τ = ln
(

Tc

TB,2 − TB,1

)
,

TH = TB,1

1 − e−τ
.

(5.12)

Just as the emission is a spectral feature that encodes information
about the HI velocities, so is the optical depth, as shown schematically
by the insets in Figure 5.3. The difference between the two lines of sight
(in practice this is most accurately measured using an interferometer)
dips below the continuum level at the velocities where the HI absorbs.

Actual data are, of course, more complicated. An example is shown
in Figure 5.4. The emission is broad and approximately Gaussian in
shape but we see several distinct absorption features. The narrowness of
the absorption lines compared to the broadness of the emission profile
is due to the greater absorbing efficiency of cold gas. The multiple
features show that there are several distinct components, with different
temperatures, along the line of sight.

This non-uniformity complicates the interpretation of the
temperature measurement described above. We can readily generalize

Galactic 21 cm H I line emission from the HI4PI 
survey.

The inset shows the mean spectrum of this region 
in units of brightness temperature versus velocity.

The vertical dotted line shows the velocity slice 
shown in the image.

Schematic of an absorption experiment to measure the 
temperature of an atomic cloud.

The first line of sight measures the emission from the 
cloud only.
The second line of sight contains a background source 
with continuum (brightness) temperature .

The difference between the two lines of sight reveals a 
dip in the continuum due to absorption by the cloud.

Tc

[Introduction to Interstellar Medium, J.P. Williams]



Ionized Gas - Ionization Equilibrium
• Photoionization Equilibrium:

‣ Balance between photo-ionization and the process of recombination.

• Collisional Ionization Equilibrium (CIE) or coronal equilibrium
‣ Balance at a given temperature between collisional ionization from the ground states of the 

various atoms and ions, and the process of recombination from the higher ionization 
stages.

‣ In this equilibrium, effectively, all ions are in their ground state.
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Case A and B (Radiative Recombination of Hydrogen)
• On-the-spot approximation:

- In optically thick regions, it is assumed that every photon produced by radiative 
recombination to the ground state of hydrogen is immediately, then and there, destroyed 
in photoionizing other hydrogen atom.

- In the on-the-spot approximation, recombination to the ground state has no net effect on the 
ionization state of the hydrogen gas. 

• Baker & Menzel (1938) proposed two limiting cases:
- Case A: Optically thin to ionizing radiation, so that every ionizing photon emitted during the 

recombination process escapes. For this case, we sum the radiative capture rate coefficient  
  over all levels  .

- Case B: Optically thick to radiation just above  , so that ionizing photons 
emitted during recombination are immediately reabsorbed, creating another ion and free 
electron by photoionization. In this case, the recombinations directly to    do not reduce 
the ionization of the gas: only recombinations to    act to reduce the ionization.

- Case B in photoionized gas: Photoionized nebulae around OB stars (H II regions) usually 
have large enough densities of neutral H. For this situation, case B is an excellent 
approximation.

- Case A in collisionally ionized gas: Regions where the hydrogen is collisional ionized are 
typically very hot (T > 106 K) and contain a very small density of neutral hydrogen. For these 
shock-heated regions, case A is an excellent approximation.
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H II regions: Photoionization and Recombination of Hydrogen
• Interstellar medium (ISM), which is primarily composed of hydrogen, is transparent to h𝜈 

< 13.6 eV photons, but is very opaque to ionizing photons with h𝜈 > 13.6 eV.

- Ionized atomic hydrogen regions, broadly termed “H II regions”, are composed of gas 
ionized by photons with energies above the hydrogen ionization energy of 13.6 eV.

- Sources of ionizing photons include massive, hot young stars, hot white dwarfs, and 
supernova remnant shocks.

9



• The photoionization cross-section of H depends 
strongly on frequency and is reasonably 
approximated by a power-law:

• The recombination rate coefficient 
(recombination to levels ) is given in 
an approximate power law form,

n ≥ 2

10

�
↵ ⌘ e2/hc = 1/137.04, e = 2.71828...
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Figure 4.1: The photoionization cross section for hydrogen (H0 ), hydrogenic 
helium (He+), and neutral helium (He 0 ). 

The inverse process to photoionization is radiative recombination: 

(4.6) 

When hydrogen recombines, the electron doesn't necessary recombine into the 
n = l ground state. If a free electron with kinetic energy E triggers a radiative 
recombination, then the emitted photon will have an energy hv = E + IH/n 2 , 

where n = l for the ground state, n = 2 for the 2s and 2p levels, n = 3 for the 3s, 
3p, and 3d levels, and so forth. Radiative recombination directly to the ground 
state will always produce a photon that has hv IH, and thus is capable of 
photoionizing a hydrogen atom of any energy state. 

The volumetric rate of radiative recombination can be written as 

(4.7) 

where a is the radiative recombination rate first introduced in section 1.2. The 
rate a has units of cm 3 s- 1 . For recombination to any particular state of the 

Photoionization cross section for hydrogen(H0), 
hydrogenic helium (He+), and neutral helium (He0).
[Fig. 4.1 in Ryden]

 = electric charge. e = Euler numbere



The Strömgren Sphere: A Uniform, Pure Hydrogen Nebula
• Strömgren Sphere:

- Following Strömgren (1939), we consider the simple idealized problem of a fully ionized, 
spherical region of uniform medium plus a central source of ionizing photons.

- The ionization is assumed to be maintained by absorption of the ionizing photons radiated 
by a central hot star. The central source produces ionizing photons (Lyman continuum; 
LyC), with energy                          at a constant rate    [photons s-1].

• O star temperatures, masses, and ionizing photon rates
- The emission of the most massive (O-type) stars can be approximated as a blackbody 

with a peak energy  eV, very close to the hydrogen ionization 
potential.

- O stars produce enough ionizing photons to create large ionized, or H II, regions.

Q0 ≡ ·Nionize

E ∼ 5hc/kT ≈ 12.9

11

⌫ > ⌫0 = IH/h
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move much faster than the protons with a velocity distribution that can
be characterized as a Maxwellian distribution at temperature Te. We then
parameterize the volumetric recombination rate as α(Te)npne, which
has units of m−3 s−1. Since the number density of protons, np, and
electrons, ne, is the same, we can simplify this to αn2

e . A recombined
electron may land in any of the electronic states, labeled by quantum
number n, and the hydrogen atom then radiatively de-excites through
the emission of recombination lines. However, if the free electron
recombines directly to the ground state, n= 1, the resulting photon has
enough energy to ionize another hydrogen atom and the number of
neutral hydrogen atoms is unchanged. In many astrophysical situations,
we therefore only consider recombinations to levels n ≥ 2, as shown by
the subscript 2 in the approximate power law form,

α2 = 2.6 × 10−19
(

104 K
Te

)0.85

m3 s−1. (6.3)

We now use these considerations to deduce the effect of massive
stars on the ionization structure of the ISM.

6.2 The Strömgren Sphere
6.2.1 A Uniform, Pure Hydrogen Nebula

The most massive stars, with spectral type O, have surface temperatures
T∗ > 3 × 104 K (Table 6.1). Their emission can be approximated as
a blackbody, Bλ, with a peak energy, E ∼ 5hc/kT∗ = 12.9 eV, very
close to the hydrogen ionization potential. Detailed models of stellar
atmospheres provide the surface temperature and production rate of
ionizing photons per second, Ṅionize, for stars of different masses.
Earlier spectral types have lower numbers, e.g., O3, are hotter, and
produce many more ionizing photons.

O stars produce enough ionizing photons to create large ionized, or
HII, regions. We first describe their geometry and then the optical and

Table 6.1. O star temperatures, masses, and ionizing photon rates

SpT T∗(K) M∗(M&) log10(L∗/L&) log10(Ṅionize)

O3 44600 58.3 5.83 49.63
O4 43400 46.2 5.68 49.47
O5 41500 37.3 5.51 49.26
O6 38200 31.7 5.30 48.96
O7 35500 26.5 5.10 48.63
O8 33380 22.0 4.90 48.29
O9 31500 18.0 4.72 47.90

LyC
λ < 912Å
E > 13.6 eV

Q0 = ·Nph(λ < 912Å)



• Ionization and Recombination rates:
- Ionization rate per neutral hydrogen atom at a radius  from an O star is

- This is much greater than the recombination rate per hydrogen ion,

- This implies a neutral hydrogen atom near the center of the nebula would survive a 
few months before being ionized but then, once ionized, would have to wait about 
ten thousand years before recombining with a free electron. We conclude that, at 
1 pc, the nebula is almost fully ionized.

- As we move outwards in the nebular away from the O star the ionization rate 
decreases as  and eventually will match the recombination rate. This define the 
boundary of the H II region.

r = 1 pc

1/r2

12



• The transition from ionized to neutral will occur at a length scale of the mean free 
path of photoionization in the neutral gas.

- This length scale is over a thousand times smaller than the observed size of the 
nebula.

- Therefore, the gas is either fully ionized or neutral.

- This tells us that the transition from ionized gas to neutral gas at the boundary of the 
H II region will occur over a distance that is very small compared to the Strömgren 
radius.

13



- Assuming that the ionization is nearly complete (  ) within   , and 
nearly zero (   ) outside   , we obtain the size of the ionized 
region by simply equating the rate of ionization to the rate of recombination (over the 
whole volume of the ionized region):

- This gives the Strömgren radius:

The physical meaning of this is that the total number of ionizing photons emitted 
by the star balances the total number of recombinations within the ionized 
volume   , often called the Strömgren sphere. It’s radius   is called the 
Strömgren radius.

np = ne = nH Rs
nH0 = nH, ne = 0 Rs

(4⇡/3)R3
s
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H II region - Rosette nebula
• For the Rosette, we find the theoretical size to be  pc which is 

about a factor of 2 larger than its observed extent. The discrepancy 
is because some of the ionizing photons are absorbed by dust.

RS = 40

64 Ionized Regions

Fig. 6.1. Optical (DSS2 Red)
image of the Rosette nebula.
The image is 1.5◦ " 40 pc
across.

radio light that they produce. To quantify the following calculations, we
consider the Rosette nebula, an HII region in Monoceros at a distance
of 1600 pc which extends over about a degree in the sky (Figure 6.1).
The center of the nebula contains a large stellar group, NGC 2244, that
contains four O stars producing a total rate of ionizing photons per
second, Ṅionize = 1049.7. A neutral hydrogen atom will have an average
ionization cross-section,

〈σHI〉 =
∫ ∞
νIP

[Bν(T∗)/hν] σHI(ν) dν
∫ ∞
νIP

[Bν(T∗)/hν] dν
" 3 × 10−22 m2, (6.4)

where Bν/hν gives the number of photons at each frequency and we
have approximated the radiation field as a blackbody with temperature
T∗ = 4 × 104 K appropriate to the O4V and O5V stars that dominate
the ionization.

The ionization rate per neutral hydrogen atom at a radius r = 1 pc
from the O stars is

Rionize = Ṅionize

4πr2 × 〈σHI〉 " 3 × 10−7 s−1. (6.5)

This is much greater than the recombination rate per hydrogen ion,

Rrecombine = α2ne " 3 × 10−12 s−1, (6.6)

15

Optical (DSS2 Red) image of the 
Rosette nebula.

[Fig 6.1, J. P. Williams]



Nebular Emission Lines
• In the figure, the continuum is a mixture of free-bound continuum (from 

radiative recombination), free-free emission (thermal bremsstrahlung), and two-
photon emission.

• The collisionally excited emission lines are much stronger than the continuum 
spectrum. The collisional emission lines are utilized to measure the temperature 
and density of the medium.
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Figure 4.6: Visible wavelength spectrum of a disk H II region in the Whirlpool 
Galaxy (MSl). Top panel shows bright lines, bottom panel is scaled to show 
faint lines. Selected emission lines are labeled [ data from Croxall et al. 2015 ]. 

are produced over the whole range 0 10.2eV. If you know enough about 
the temperature dependence of free-free, free-bound, and two-photon emis-
sion, you can use the continuum emission from an ionized nebula to estimate 
its temperature. However, since the emission lines of a nebula rise above the 
continuum like skyscrapers above gently rolling plains, it is usually easier to 
use the emission lines as a diagnostic of the nebula's temperature. 

The key to using emission lines to estimate temperature is finding two excited 
states of the same ion whose energy differs by~ kT, where Tis the temperature 
of the gas. For nebulae with T ~ l 0,000 K, this implies energy differences of 
order an electron-volt or so. In practice, the lowest excited states of singly 
ionized nitrogen (N 11) and doubly ionized oxygen (0 111) are useful tools for 
estimating the temperatures of H II regions and planetary nebulae. Since N 11 

and O 111 both have six bound electrons, their electronic energy levels are very 
similar in structure, as shown in Figure 4.7. In each of these two ions, the 
first excited state is 1 D. In NII, the 1 D state is 1.89 eV above the ground state; 
radiative recombination from this excited state produces the [NII] 6548A, 6583A 

Spectrum of a disk HII region in the 
Whirlpool galaxy (M51).

(top) bright lines
(bottom) scaled to show faint lines.

Figure 4.6 [Ryden]



Properties of Ionized Hydrogen Regions
• Ionized atomic hydrogen regions, broadly termed “H II regions”, are composed of gas ionized by 

photons with energies above the hydrogen ionization energy of 13.6 eV.
- Ionization Bounded: These objects include “classical H II regions” ionized by hot O or B stars (or 

clusters of such stars) and associated with regions of recent massive-star formation, and “planetary 
nebulae”, the ejected outer envelopes of AGB stars photoionized by the hot remnant stellar core.

- Density Bounded: Warm Ionized Medium / Diffuse Ionized Gas: Ionized Gas in the diffuse ISM, far 
away from OB associations.

• Three processes govern the physics of H II regions:
- Photoionization Equilibrium: the balance between photoionization and recombination. This determines 

the spatial distribution of ionic states of the elements in the ionized zone.
- Thermal Balance between heating and cooling. Heating is dominated by photoelectrons ejected from 

hydrogen and helium with thermal energies of a few eV. Cooling is mostly dominated by electron-ion 
impact excitation of metal ion followed by emission of “forbidden” lines from low-lying fine structure levels. 
It is these cooling lines that give H II regions their characteristic spectra.

- Hydrodynamics, including shocks, ionization and photodissociation fronts, and outflows and winds from 
the embedded stars.
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Strömgren radius

Ionization-bounded nebula Density-bounded nebula

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Schematic illustrations of two H ii regions. A pho-
toionized H ii region is presented with blue, and the outer H i re-
gion is shown with gray. Yellow stars are central ionizing sources.
(a) An ionization-bounded nebula whose radius is determined by
the ionization equilibrium. The cyan shows the Strömgren ra-
dius. (b) A density-bounded nebula whose radius is determined
by the distribution of gas cloud. The surrounding H i cloud is
small enough that the central sources can ionized it completely.
The nebula thus cannot form a complete Strömgren sphere.

burst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999). We use instantaneous burst
models at zero age with a Kroupa (2001) IMF and lower
and upper mass limits of 0.1 and 120M!, respectively. Stel-
lar metallicities are matched to the gas-phase ones. Under
these assumptions and conditions, we evaluate fesc with the
number of ionizing photons escaping from a thin cloud with
a low column density. We adopt a neutral hydrogen column
density, NHI, as the stopping criterion of our calculations
that ranges from NHI = 1015 to 1020 cm−2. The escape frac-
tion is defined as a ratio of transmitted ionizing photons
(λ < 912 Å) to input ionizing photons.

Figure 11 shows the cloudy calculation results on
the [O iii]/[O ii] vs. fesc plot. Figure 11 indicates that the
[O iii]/[O ii] ratio increases with fesc. This trend qualita-
tively explains the large [O iii]/[O ii] ratio of the LyC leakers
in Figure 2. This relationship between [O iii]/[O ii] ratio and
fesc is understood by one of the two classifications of star-
forming nebulae;

(1) Ionization-bounded nebula whose radius is deter-
mined by the ionization equilibrium between the ionizing
photon production rate and the recombination rate (Equa-
tion 3; Figure 12a). The radius of the ionized region is called
the Strömgren radius.

(2) Density-bounded nebula whose radius is determined
by the distribution of gas cloud (Figure 12b). The density-
bounded nebula does not expend all of ionizing photons, but
leak ionizing photons that are not used for the ionization of
the nebula.

The ionizing photon escape takes place in the density-
bounded nebula under the assumption of homogeneous gas
cloud. A density-bounded nebula with a less NHI emits more
ionizing photons, and has a higher fesc (Giammanco et al.
2005). On the other hand, in the ionization-bounded nebula,
lower ionization species of O+ (producing [O ii]) dominate
in the outer region of the nebula, while an O2+ zone (pro-
ducing [O iii]) exists near the ionizing source (e.g., Shields

sities of 7× 105 cm−3 for [O iii] and (3–16) × 103 cm−3 for [O ii]
(Osterbrock 1989). fesc is mainly governed by NHI.

1990; Oey & Kennicutt 1997; Pellegrini et al. 2012). Thus,
the O+ zone of density-bounded nebula is smaller than that
of an ionization-bounded nebula, but the size of O2+ zone is
similar in the density-bounded and ionization-bounded neb-
ulae. As a result, the [O iii]/[O ii] ratio is large in density-
bounded nebulae, and nebulae with a less NHI have a higher
[O iii]/[O ii] ratio. From the combination of NHI vs. fesc and
NHI vs. [O iii]/[O ii] relations, we understand the positive
correlation between [O iii]/[O ii] and fesc. We note that we
consider a very simple case, with the assumption that H ii-
regions are homogeneous density-bounded nebulae. In real-
ity, conditions of H ii-regions with ionizing photon escape
could be more complex, e.g., ionization-bounded nebulae
with highly ionized low density holes (e.g., Zackrisson et al.
2013; see also the end of this section). However, we present
in this paper the simple case to investigate the possibility
that the [O iii]/[O ii] ratio could be affected by the condition
of H ii-regions where ionizing photon escapes take place. It
is beyond the scope of this paper whether or not the as-
sumption of the density-bounded nebulae is reasonable. The
assumption remains to be tested by future observations.

In Figure 11, [O iii]/[O ii] ratios are determined not only
by fesc, but also by ionization parameter and metallicity. For
example, the [O iii]/[O ii] ratio increases by an order of mag-
nitude from log(qion) = 7.5 to 8.5. Similarly, the [O iii]/[O ii]
ratio increases by a factor of ∼ 2 − 4 from Z = 1.0 and
0.1Z!, although this dependence is small (Section 4.2). On
the other hand, the [O iii]/[O ii] ratio increases by a factor
of ∼ 2−3 from fesc = 0 to 0.5. The [O iii]/[O ii] ratio is thus
sensitive to fesc as well as ionization parameter and metal-
licity. These results would suggest that a galaxy with a high
[O iii]/[O ii] ratio can be a candidate of high fesc object, but
that not all of high [O iii]/[O ii] objects are LyC leakers.

In Figure 7, we have found that most of galaxies at
z = 0 − 3 follow the FIR within the uncertainties. How-
ever, some galaxies clearly depart from the FIR at a few
sigma level. The two z ∼ 0 LyC leakers have an [O iii]/[O ii]
ratio higher than the FIR by a factor of ∼ 2 − 3 at high
significance. The enhancement of [O iii]/[O ii] ratio may be
caused by an ionizing photon escape. If it is true, some GPs
and LAEs lying above the FIR would be good candidates of
ionizing photon emitting objects. In Figure 7, LAEs partic-
ularly have a very high [O iii]/[O ii] ratio, some of which are
departing from the FIR more significantly than LBGs over
the sizes of error bars. This physical characteristics would
be originated from a very large fesc given by a low NHI of
LAE. The low NHI of LAE is also supported by the gas-
dynamics study of Hashimoto et al. (2013) who claim that
LAEs typically have a NHI lower than LBGs from the anal-
ysis of velocity offsets between a Lyα line and low-ionization
interstellar absorption lines with respect to the systemic ve-
locity. This tendency is confirmed with a larger number of
LAEs by Shibuya et al. (2014a). In this companion paper,
Shibuya et al. (2014b) examine LAE structures, suggesting
that LAEs with a large Lyα EW tend to have a small elliptic-
ity. This is consistent with the theoretical results that Lyα
photons can more easily escape from face-on disks having
a small ellipticity, due to a low NHI (e.g., Verhamme et al.
2012; Yajima et al. 2012; Zheng & Wallace 2013). Moreover,
recent deep narrowband imaging surveys have indicated dif-
fuse Lyα emitting halos around high-z star-forming galax-
ies that are more prominent for LBGs (e.g., Steidel et al.

(a) An ionization-bounded nebula whose radius is determined 
by the ionization equilibrium. The LyC is entirely 
consumed to ionized the surrounding H I gas.

(b) In a density-bounded nebula, the amount of the 
surrounding H I gas is not enough to consume all LyC 
photons. Some of the LyC escapes from the cloud, which 
is called the LyC leakage.



Observations of Metallic Absorption Lines Toward the CNM
• The composition and excitation of interstellar gas can be studied using absorption 

lines that appear in the spectra of background stars (or other sources).
- The most prominent absorption lines at visible wavelengths are Ca II K and H lines at 

, and Na I D1 and D2 doublet lines at .

• Absorption lines (and emission lines) contains a lots of information about number 
density, temperature, chemical abundances, ionization states, and excitation 
states.
- However, interpreting the information requires understanding the ways in which light 

interacts with baryonic matter, radiative transfer.
- We need to know the line profile to analyze absorption lines.

λ = 3933, 3968 Å λ = 5890, 5896 Å
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Fig. 4. Ultraviolet absorption line-profiles detected towards HD 142256 (sight-line “B2”). Solid thick lines represent the best-fit model to the
observed data points, which are shown by the lighter lines. Actual model absorption components (unconvolved) are shown by dotted lines.

that separates the Loop I superbubble from our own local cav-
ity. It would seem likely that this is the interaction region be-
tween the outflowing (ionized) gas from the Sco-Cen/Loop I
region and the gas associated with the Local Bubble cavity and
it surrounding boundary wall. Recently, Breitschwerdt et al.
(2000) have proposed a model in which the diffuse low-density

clouds that are known to exist within the local ISM region have
their origins in the fragmentation of this interaction region. Our
UV observations are well-suited to detect these local neutral
and ionized cloud(lets), and we now procede to discuss the
kinematic and physical state of these clouds observed in ab-
sorption along each of the 4 target sight-lines.

Article published by EDP Sciences and available at http://www.edpsciences.org/aa or http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/0004-6361:20042611

[Berry Welsh]



• The interstellar absorption lines are typically narrow compared to spectral 
features produced by absorption in stellar photospheres, and in practice can be 
readily distinguished.

• It is normally possible to detect absorption only by the ground state (and 
perhaps the excited fine-structure levels of the ground electronic state) - the 
populations in the excited electronic states are too small to be detected in 
absorption.

• The widths of absorption lines are usually determined by Doppler broadening, 
with line widths of a few km s-1 (or ) - often observed in cool clouds.

• However, interpreting the information requires understanding the ways in which 
light interacts with baryonic matter, radiative transfer.

• We need to know the line profile to analyze absorption lines.

Δλ/λ ≈ 10−5

19



Line Broadening Mechanisms
• Atomic levels are not infinitely sharp, nor are the lines connecting them.

- (1) Doppler (Thermal) Broadening
- (2) Natural Broadening
- (3) Collisional Broadening
- (4) Thermal Doppler + Natural Broadening

20

             

• Voigt profile : Thermal + Natural broadening
- Atoms shows both a Lorentz profile plus the Doppler effect.
- In this case, we can write the profile as an average of the Lorentz profile over the 

various velocity states of the atom:

- Voigt profile = convolution of a Lorentz function (natural broadening) and 
Gaussian function (thermal broadening).



Absorption & Emission Line Profile
• In the classical / quantum theory of 

spectral lines,
we obtain a Lorentzian line profile:

where     is called the oscillator 
strength or f-value for the transition 
between states  and .

 is the damping constant (or 
Einstein A-coefficient).

fnn′ 

n n′ 

γ = A
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σν = fnn′ 

πe2

mec
γ/4π2

(ν − ν0)2 + (γ/4π)2

∫
∞

0
σνdν = fnn′ 

πe2

mec

Table 9.4 in [Draine]
See also Table 9.3
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Ca will be in the form of Ca III, which is unobservable. But from the Ca I/Ca II
the ionization conditions can be characterized, and the amount of Ca III estimated,
allowing the total gas-phase column density of Ca to be estimated. Unfortunately,
an unknown (but usually large) fraction of the Ca is generally locked up in dust
grains (this will be discussed in Chapter 23), and therefore from the Ca I and Ca II
observations alone, one cannot reliably estimate the total amount of H associated
with the observed Ca II absorption.

Another interesting case is Ti, where Ti I and Ti II, the two dominant ion stages
for Ti in an H I cloud, both have resonance lines in the optical, allowing the total
column of gas-phase Ti to be determined from ground-based observations. How-
ever, Ti also shares with Ca the problem that a large, but unknown, fraction of the
Ti is generally locked up in dust.

Most of the abundant atoms and ions, with a few exceptions (e.g., He, Ne, O II)
have permitted absorption lines in the vacuum ultraviolet with wavelengths long-
ward of 912 Å so that they will not photoionize hydrogen. Table 9.4 lists selected
resonance lines with 912 Å < λ < 3000 Å.

Table 9.4 Selected Resonance Linesa with λ < 3000 Å

Configurations ! u E!/hc( cm−1) λvac( Å) f!u
C IV 1s22s− 1s22p 2S1/2

2P o
1/2 0 1550.772 0.0962

2S1/2
2P o

3/2 0 1548.202 0.190
N V 1s22s− 1s22p 2S1/2

2P o
1/2 0 1242.804 0.0780

2S1/2
2P o

3/2 0 1242.821 0.156
O VI 1s22s− 1s22p 2S1/2

2P o
1/2 0 1037.613 0.066

2S1/2
2P o

3/2 0 1037.921 0.133

C III 2s2 − 2s2p 1S0
1P o

1 0 977.02 0.7586
C II 2s22p− 2s2p2 2P o

1/2
2D o

3/2 0 1334.532 0.127
2P o

3/2
2D o

5/2 63.42 1335.708 0.114
N III 2s22p− 2s2p2 2P o

1/2
2D o

3/2 0 989.790 0.123
2P o

3/2
2D o

5/2 174.4 991.577 0.110

C I 2s22p2 − 2s22p3s 3P0
3P o

1 0 1656.928 0.140
3P1

3P o
2 16.40 1656.267 0.0588

3P2
3P o

2 43.40 1657.008 0.104
N II 2s22p2 − 2s2p3 3P0

3D o
1 0 1083.990 0.115

3P1
3D o

2 48.7 1084.580 0.0861
3P2

3D o
3 130.8 1085.701 0.0957

N I 2s22p3 − 2s22p23s 4S o
3/2

4P5/2 0 1199.550 0.130
4S o

3/2
4P3/2 0 1200.223 0.0862

O I 2s22p4 − 2s22p33s 3P2
3S o

1 0 1302.168 0.0520
3P1

3S o
1 158.265 1304.858 0.0518

3P0
3S o

1 226.977 1306.029 0.0519
Mg II 2p63s− 2p63p 2S1/2

2P o
1/2 0 2803.531 0.303

2S1/2
2P o

3/2 0 2796.352 0.608
Al III 2p63s− 2p63p 2S1/2

2P o
1/2 0 1862.790 0.277

2S1/2
2P o

3/2 0 1854.716 0.557

me = electron mass
e = electric charge

Note that the intrinsic line profiles of the 
absorption and emission lines are the same.



Gaussian core

Lorentzian wing

- The profile can be written using the Voigt function.
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Here, Voigt function is defined as

Here,    is a ratio of the intrinsic broadening 
 to the thermal broadening .

 is a measure of how far you are from the 
line center, in units of thermal broadening 
parameter.

a
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Including the turbulent motion, the Doppler parameter is

H(0,a) ≈ 1

ϕ(ν = 0) ≈
1

ΔνD π

Thermal Doppler broadening parameter:

 is the rms velocity of the turbulent motion.υturb

Thermal velocity depends on the atom’s mass. 
However, turbulent velocity is independent of the mass.



• Equivalent width
- The spectrograph often lack the spectral resolution to resolve the profiles of narrow lines, but 

can measure the total amount of “missing power” resulting from a narrow absorption line.
- The equivalent width is the width of a straight-sided, perfectly black absorption line that has 

the same integrated flux deficit as the actual absorption line.

Absorption Line & Equivalent Width
23

F⌫ = F⌫(0)e
�⌧⌫
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Here,   is the optical depth at the line center.
 is the column density of the atoms in the lower (ground) level. 

τ0
Nℓ⌧0 =

p
⇡e2

mec
f`u

�`u

b
N`
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(wavelength) equivalent width

cross section at line center : σ0 =
πe2

mec
fℓuϕ(ν = 0) =

πe2
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fℓu

λℓu

πb



Variation of Line Profiles & Curve of growth
• The absorption line profiles for  

- When  ,   and thus the shape of an absorption line resembles and upside-down 
Voigt function.

- When  , the absorption line saturates at its center and becomes increasingly “box-shaped.”

b = 10 km s−1

τ0 < 1 Fν /Fν(0) ≈ 1 − τν

τ0 ≫ 1

24
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Figure 9.1 Absorption line profiles in three regimes, using as an example H Lymanα
with b = 10 km s−1 and N(H I) = 6.6 × 1012 cm−2, 1.3 × 1016 cm−2, and 1.3 ×
1019 cm−2 in the upper, middle, and lower panels. Shaded area is proportional to the
missing energy. Note the different abscissa in the lower panel.

[1 − e−τν ] becomes increasingly “box-shaped.” An example is shown in the mid-
dle panel of Fig. 9.1. Treating the opacity as a delta function broadened only by
Doppler broadening:

τ(ν) = τ0 e
−(u/b)2 , (9.16)

we approximate W by the fractional full width at half maximum (FWHM):

W ≈ (∆ν)FWHM

ν0
=

(∆u)FWHM

c
≈ 2b

c

√
ln(τ0/ ln 2) . (9.17)

The approximation (9.17) is accurate to within 5% for 1.254 < τ0 <∼ τdamp, where
τdamp, the optical depth separating the “flat” from the “damped” regimes, is from
Eq. (9.25), shown later.

Since τ0 depends on N"f"uλ"u and b, we see that W depends on the product
N"f"uλ"u and b. Note that W is very insensitive to τ0 (and therefore N") in this
regime – it varies as the square root of the logarithm of τ0. Because W increases
so slowly with increasing N", this is referred to as the flat portion of the curve of

2.2 Building Absorption Lines 
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1215.8 

Figure 2.6: Lyman a absorption lines with central optical depth 'Io= 1 through 
1 0 0 0 and b = l O km s- 1 . 

We don't usually have the luxury of extremely high resolution spectra; thus, 
we need to pick out the most important information available at low resolution. 
We can start with the median frequency (v0 ) or wavelength (.\0 ) of the line. If 
we know what particular line we are looking at, this will tell us the redshift 
or blueshift of the line. Next we want some measure of the strength of an 
absorption line; that is, how effective the absorbers have been at sopping up 
light along the line of sight. Spectroscopists have found it useful to use the 
equivalent width of an absorption line as an empirical measure of its strength. 

In an absorption line spectrum, the flux you measure at a frequency v is 
related to the flux F v ( 0) in the absence of absorbers by the relation 

(2.44) 

If the spectrum isn't too badly hacked up with absorption lines, we can make a 
good guess at what the underlying continuum flux Fv(O) should be, and then 

Figure 9.1 in [Draine]
Note the different abscissa in the lowest panel.

Lyman 𝛼 absorption lines for b = 10 km s-1.
Figure 2.6 in [Ryden]

• Curve of growth
- The curve of growth refers to the numerical relation between the observed equivalent width 

and the underlying optical depth (or the column density) of the absorber.



Molecular Clouds
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• In dense regions (away from energetic sources of radiation), atoms can combine 
to form molecules.
- Electronic states: The electrons share orbitals around two or more nuclei with 

transitions that produce UV and optical lines analogous to those in atoms.
- Vibrational and rotational states: In addition, the interactions of the nuclei 

themselves have quantized vibrational and rotational states, though at much lower 
energies. The corresponding lines lie in the IR and mm wavelength regime.

- Classically, the vibration and rotation can be viewed as an accelerating charge.
- Observations reveal a rich spectrum from multiple species that tells us about the 

physical and chemical properties of the molecular ISM, which is the coldest parts of 
the Universe and the sites of stellar birth.

7.2 Rotational and Vibrational Lines 89

v

J

X Y

Fig. 7.1. Schematic of the
vibrational and rotational
modes of a diatomic
molecule, with quantum
numbers v and J respectively.

We now pair X with a second atom, Y , to form a diatomic molecule,
XY . The outer electrons are shared, forming a bond between the nuclei,
and lie in quantized orbitals with energy levels of order Eel. There
are, however, additional degrees of freedom in the system through the
vibrational and rotational motions of the nuclei, as schematically shown
in Figure 7.1.

The characteristic vibrational energy is !ωvib, where ωvib is the
vibrational frequency. The kinetic energy associated with the motion of
the nuclei with mass M over scales a is then Ma2ω2

vib. We can equate
this to Eel for a = a0 as it would involve the motion of a charge in
the electric potential of the system (typical vibrational modes occur on
much smaller scales). This reasoning relates ωvib ∼ !/(meM)1/2a2

0 and
implies

Evib = !ωvib ∼
(me

M

)1/2
Eel. (7.3)

The rotational frequency, ωrot, has an associated angular momen-
tum, Ma2

0ωrot, which is quantized in units of !. We therefore derive
an order of magnitude estimate, ωrot ∼ !/Ma2

0 , which implies a
characteristic rotational energy,

Erot = !ωrot ∼
(me

M

)
Eel. (7.4)

Since M ∼ 104me, the relative strengths of electronic, vibrational,
and rotational transitions are 1 : 10−2 : 10−4. Typical values are
∼10 eV, 0.1 eV, and 0.001 eV, respectively, which correspond to wave-
lengths ∼100 nm, 10 µm, and 1 mm. That is, electronic transitions are
in the optical/UV, vibrational in the near/mid-infrared, and rotational in
the (sub-)millimeter.

7.2 Rotational and Vibrational Lines
The energy levels are determined by solving the Schrödinger equation.
Most molecules in the ISM are diatomic and the vibrational and rota-
tional levels are quantized by two numbers, v and J respectively. As
the two modes are so widely separated in energy from each other, the

Schematic of the vibrational and rotational 
modes of a diatomic molecule, with 
quantum numbers v and J respectively.



Molecular Structure: Bohn-Oppenheimer Approximation
• Bohn-Oppenheimer approximation:

- The motions of the electrons and nuclei could be treated separately.
This come about because of the great difference between the masses of the electron and a 
typical nuclei. 

- The slowly moving nuclei only sense the electrons as a kind of smoothed-out cloud. As the 
nuclei move, the electrons have sufficient time to adjust to adiabatically the new nuclear 
positions. The nuclei then feel only an equivalent potential that depends on the internuclear 
distance and on the particular electronic state.

- Due to very different energies of the electronic, vibrational, and rotational states, these 
interactions can be assumed to be decoupled. The separation of wavefunctions is referred to 
as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the 
total wavefunction is a product of the nuclear, electronic, vibrational, and rotational 
wavefunctions. 

27



Order of magnitude of energy levels
• Energy Levels

- Since   , the relative strengths of electronic, vibrational, 
and rotational transitions are

- Typical values are

- Typical wavelengths are

- That is, electronic transitions are in the optical/ultraviolet, vibrational in the near/mid-
infrared, and rotational in the (sub-)millimeter.

M ≈ 104me (mp/me = 1836)
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[Energy Levels, Pure rotational & ro-vibrational transitions] 
• Energy Levels

Here, q denotes an electronic state.
• Pure rotational spectrum: In the lowest vibrational 

and electronic states, it is possible to have transitions 
solely among the rotational states. Such transitions 
give rise to a pure rotational spectrum.

• Rotational-vibration spectrum: Because the 
energies required to excite vibrational modes are 
much larger than those required to excite rotation, it 
is unlikely to have a pure vibrational spectrum.
The transitions then yield a rotation-vibrational 
spectrum, in which both the vibrational state and the 
rotational state can change together.

Eq(v, J) = Vq(r0) + h⌫0

✓
v +

1

2

◆
+BvJ(J + 1)
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v = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
J = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
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[Selection Rules]
• Electric-dipole selection rule for the ro-virational transitions:

• But, note that H2 has no permanent electric-dipole moment.
The electric-quadrupole are allowed for    within the ground electronic state.ΔJ = ± 2
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[Energy levels of Molecular Hydrogen]
• The short horizontal lines in each of the 

bound states indicate the vibrational levels.

• The transition from the ground state               
to the excited states                            are 
called Lyman and Werner bands.

X1⌃+
g
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Fig. 10.13. Spectrum towards the star DI 1388 recorded with the Far-Ultraviolet
Space Explorer (FUSE). The interstellar atomic and molecular lines arising in the
Galaxy (MW) and the Magellanic Bridge (MB), a region between the large and
small Magellanic clouds, are identified. [Reproduced from N. Lehner, Astrophys. J.
578, 126, (2002).]

Figures 10.13 and 10.14 show ultraviolet spectra of molecular hydro-
gen recorded by observing starlight passing through the interstellar
medium. Prominent electronic transitions shown for H2 are the

Werner band: C 1Πu – X 1Σ+
g at about 1100 Å;

Lyman band: B 1Σ+
u – X 1Σ+

g at about 1010 Å.

These transitions are described as bands and do not occur at a precise
wavelength because within each electronic transition there are a series of
vibrational and rotational transitions. These are considered in turn below.

10.3.2 Vibrational selection rules

There are no rigorous selection rules which govern the change in vibra-
tional quantum numbers during an electronic transition. The chance of a
particular vibrational transition occurring depends on the squared overlap

In principle, states are labelled 
alphabetically in ascending energy order. 
However, there are many exceptions.
The lowest triplet state of H2 is the            
with the             lying somewhat higher.

b3⌃
+
u
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[Energy levels of CO]

90 Molecular Regions

wave function can be factored into separate parts. This is known as the
Born–Oppenheimer approximation and it means that the vibrational and
rotational energy levels are almost fully independent of each other,

E(v,J ) = Evib + Erot. (7.5)

There can also be a separate electronic term due to the arrangement of
the electron shells which we will come back to later. Here, we restrict
our attention to vibration and rotation modes that are excited in the cold
and dusty regions where most molecular line observations are made.

The vibrational energies are linearly spaced,

Evib =
(

v + 1
2

)
hωvib, (7.6)

where ωvib is the vibrational constant. Classically, this can be modeled
as a harmonic oscillator with a spring constant relating to the bond
strength. Typical ωvib values for diatomic molecules are several 1013 Hz.
Note that the ground state energy, v = 0, is greater than zero. This is
known as the zero point energy and is a consequence of the uncertainty
principle which implies that the two nuclei can never be completely at
rest with respect to each other.

The rotational energies have a quadratic form,

Erot = hBJ(J + 1), (7.7)

where B is the rotational constant and has units of Hz. Classically, this
can be viewed as a rotating, and therefore accelerating, charge. From
Equation 7.4, B ∼ 1/Ma2

0 so heavier molecules generally rotate slower
and have lower rotational energy levels. Typical B values for abundant
molecules in the ISM are several 1010 Hz. Note that the ground state is at
zero so molecules can stop rotating, although they will still be vibrating.

Fig. 7.2. The rotational and
vibrational energy levels for
carbon monoxide. The left
side shows the vibrational
energy for each level v. The
rotational transitions are
illustrated by the gray
shading at each level. The
rotational energies are about
100 times smaller than the
vibrational and the inset on
the right hand side shows a
zoomed-in region of the
J-ladder.
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1
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E = 0.108eV

0.324eV

0.541eV
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2
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0.839

2.518

5.036
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CO

• The rotational and vibrational energy 
levels for carbon monoxide.
- The left side shows the vibrational 

energy for each level v.
- The rotational transitions are 

illustrated by the gray shading at each 
level.

- The rotational energies are about 100 
times smaller than the vibrational.

- The inset on the right hand side shows 
a zoomed-in region of J-ladder.

[J. P. Williams]
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[Energy levels of CO]

[J. P. Williams]

7.2 Rotational and Vibrational Lines 91

Fig. 7.3. Model spectrum of
ro-vibrational lines for CO
v = 1−0, illustrating the two
branches corresponding to a
positive or negative change
in J and a central gap at
!J = 0.

Figure 7.2 plots the energy levels for carbon monoxide, 12C16O
(hereafter CO). This is the most frequently observed molecule in the
ISM. Each vibrational level has its own rotational ladder and transitions
are from (v,J ) → (v′,J ′). Certain transitions are much more likely
than others due to the similarity between the wavefront solutions for the
start and end states. Such selection rules show that neighboring pairs
are preferred, !v = ±1,!J = ±1. This is a more stringent criterion
for the latter case, i.e., vibrational transitions can occur between more
widely spaced levels but this is very rare for rotations.

A change in vibrational state can be accompanied by a change
in many pairs of rotational states. This produces a multi-lined
ro-vibrational spectrum, and a simple model for CO v = 1−0
is shown in Figure 7.3. The symmetry comes from the sign of the
!J = ±1 jump and produces two branches in the spectrum. The R
branch corresponds to a higher energy jump, J → J − 1, and lies at
shorter wavelengths. The P branch is a smaller jump, J → J +1, and is
at longer wavelengths. The envelope shape arises from the population
level distribution that is small at low levels due to the degeneracy,
gJ = 2J + 1, and at high levels due to the Boltzmann exponential,
eE/kTex . The difference between the relative intensity of the P and R
branches is due to different values in the Einstein A coefficient. This
emission spectrum shown here requires gas at several thousand kelvin
for collisions to excite the vibrational levels. Alternatively an absorption
spectrum can be detected in colder gas against a bright mid-infrared
source, such as an embedded protostar.

The extra bonds and degrees of freedom in molecules with three
or more atoms allow many more transitions. This requires additional
quantum numbers to describe the vibrational modes and axes of rotation,
and different selection effects. Possibilities include a Q-branch with

• Model spectrum of ro-vibrational lines for CO v = 1— 0, illustrating the two branches corresponding to a 
positive or negative change in J and a central gap at .

- The symmetry comes from the sign of the 𝛥J = ±1 jump and produces two branches in the spectrum.

- The R branch corresponds to a higher energy jump,  , and lies at shorter wavelengths.

- The P branch is a smaller jump,  , and is at longer wavelengths.

- The envelope shape arises from the population level distribution that is small at low levels due to the 
degeneracy  , and at high levels due to the Boltzmann exponential   .

- The difference between the relative intensity of the P and R branches is due to different values in the 
Einstein A coefficient.

ΔJ = 0

J → J − 1
J → J + 1

gJ = 2J + 1 eE/kTex

R branch
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O, P, Q, R, S transitions

40 CHAPTER 5

Table 5.1 Selected Diatomic Moleculesa

Ground B0/hc b B0/k b r0 d µ c ν0/c b

term ( cm−1) (K) (Å) (D) ( cm−1) Λ-doubling
H2

1Σ+
g 59.335f 85.37 0.741 0 4161 –

CH 2Π1/2,3/2 14.190 20.42 1.120g 1.406g 2733. ν ≈ 3.3GHz

CH+ 1Σ+
0 13.931 20.04 1.131 1.679e 2612. –

OH 2Π3/2,1/2 18.550 26.69 0.9697 1.6676 3570. ν ≈ 1.61GHz

CN 2Σ+
1/2 1.8910 2.721 1.1718 0.557i 2042. –

CO 1Σ+
0 1.9225 2.766 1.1283 0.1098 2170. –

SiO 1Σ+
0 0.7242 1.042 1.5097 3.098 1230. –

CS 1Σ+
0 0.8171 1.175 1.5349 2.001h 1272. –

a Data from Huber & Herzberg (1979) unless otherwise noted.
b E(v, J) ≈ hν0(v + 1

2 ) +B0J(J + 1) [see Eq. (5.2)].
c µ = permanent electric dipole moment. g Kalemos et al. (1999).
d r0 = internuclear separation. h Maroulis et al. (2000).
e Folomeg et al. (1987). i Neogrády et al. (2002).
f Jennings et al. (1984).

appearing in front of the term symbol. The letter X is customarily used to designate
the electronic ground state. The ground terms for a number of diatomic molecules
of astrophysical interest are given in Table 5.1, along with the internuclear separa-
tion r0 and the electric dipole moment µ.

5.1.4 O, P, Q, R, and S Transitions

A diatomic molecule can vibrate (stretch) along the internuclear axis, and it can
rotate around an axis perpendicular to the internuclear axis. The rotational angular
momentum adds (vectorially) to the electronic angular momentum.

The rotational levels of diatomic molecules are specified by a single vibrational
quantum number v and rotational quantum number J . Transitions will change J
by either 0, ±1, or ±2. It is customary to identify transitions by specifying the
upper and lower electronic states, upper and lower vibrational states, and one of the
following: O(J!), P (J!), Q(J!), R(J!), S(J!), where the usage is given in Table
5.2. Thus, for example, a transition from the v! = 0, J! = 1 level of the ground
electronic state to the vu=5, Ju=2 level of the first electronic excited state would
be written B–X 5–0 R(1).

Table 5.2 Usage of O, P , Q, R, and S

Designation (Ju−J!) Note
O(J!) −2 Electric quadrupole transition
P (J!) −1 Electric dipole transition
Q(J!) 0 Electric dipole or electric quadrupole; Q(0) is forbidden
R(J!) +1 Electric dipole transition
S(J!) +2 Electric quadrupole transition

O, P, Q, R and S Transitions

 



The invisibility of H2 in the Cold ISM
• Hydrogen is, by far, the most common element in the Universe and molecular hydrogen 

is the most common molecule in the ISM.
- However, its symmetry prevent pure rotational transitions. From a quantum 

standpoint, the two hydrogen atoms are identical so there is no change in state in a 
180 degree rotation. Because there is not separation of charge from the center of 
the system, it is also said to have zero dipole moment.

- In cold regions, it will not radiate and is effectively invisible.

• Tracers of Cold Molecular Gas
- To diagnose the properties of these regions requires observations of other 

constituents: dust and molecules such as CO.
- The offset between the charge distribution and center of mass in asymmetric 

molecules such as CO produces a dipole moment and a series of rotational energy 
levels that can be populated through collisions in cold gas.

- Although the abundances of these molecules are very low relative to H2, they 
provide the only means for the gas to radiate and result in a rich line spectrum 
at millimeter wavelengths.
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• A sample of molecular rotational transitions
- The following table shows a small set of commonly observed, low-lying, rotation 

transitions, , in the ground vibrational level, v = 0.
- The Einstein A coefficients are extremely small compared to (permitted) vibrational 

and electronic transitions.
- Higher transitions are excited by slightly warmer and denser gas.

J + 1 → J

7.4 Tracers of Cold Molecular Gas 93

Table 7.1. A sample of molecular rotational transitions

Molecule Transition ν (GHz) Eu/k (K) A (s−1) ncrit (m−3)

CO 1–0 115.271 5.5 7.20 × 10−8 2.2 × 109

2–1 230.538 16.6 6.91 × 10−7 2.3 × 1010

3–2 345.796 33.2 2.50 × 10−6 3.5 × 1010

13CO 1–0 110.201 5.3 6.29 × 10−8 1.9 × 109

2–1 220.399 15.9 6.03 × 10−7 2.0 × 1010

3–2 330.588 31.7 2.18 × 10−6 3.1 × 1010

CS 1–0 48.991 2.4 1.75 × 10−6 5.0 × 1010

2–1 97.981 7.1 1.68 × 10−5 8.2 × 1011

3–2 146.969 14.1 6.07 × 10−5 1.2 × 1012

HCN 1–0 88.633 4.3 2.41 × 10−5 1.0 × 1012

2–1 177.261 12.8 2.31 × 10−4 9.6 × 1012

3–2 265.886 25.5 8.36 × 10−4 3.7 × 1013

HCO+ 1–0 89.188 4.3 4.25 × 10−5 1.6 × 1011

2–1 178.375 12.9 4.08 × 10−4 2.9 × 1012

3–2 267.558 25.7 1.48 × 10−3 3.9 × 1012

up the rotational ladder. The critical densities are similar to the optical
forbidden lines of HII regions and are well matched to the conditions
of the molecular ISM. Higher transitions are excited by slightly warmer
and denser gas.

In addition to CO, the table includes its isotopologue, 13CO. An
isotopologue is a molecule that consists of at least one less abundant
isotope of its constituent elements. They have the same transitions at
nearby frequencies with similar decay and excitation rates. The main
difference is in their abundance and observations of the rarer species
help diagnose conditions in dense regions where lines from the primary
species are optically thick. Because the A values, and critical densities,
for CO and 13CO are relatively low, they are good tracers of the bulk
of the molecular gas, whereas CS, HCN, and other molecules generally
locate density enhancements associated with star formation.

Even though ultraviolet and optical light does not penetrate deeply
into dusty molecular regions, there are many ionic molecular species
such as HCO+. The ionization is caused by cosmic rays, i.e., energetic
protons and atomic nuclei, which can penetrate well beyond where
optical light is extinguished. Molecular ions play important roles in
dynamics as, unlike the rest of the neutral gas, they feel a force as they
move relative to magnetic fields. They are also the starting point for
much of the chemistry in the gas, as we will explore later.

Well over 100 different molecules, and many of their isotopologues,
have been detected in the ISM. The spectra from the dense envelopes

- The table includes the isotopologue, 
13CO of CO.

- Isotopologues are molecules that differ 
only in their isotopic composition. At 
least one atom has a different number 
of neutrons that the parent.

- They have the same transitions at 
nearby frequencies with similar decay 
and excitation rates.

- Observations of these rare species 
help diagnose conditions in dense 
regions where lines from the primary 
species are optically thick.
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Gas-Phase Formation of H2

• Direct Radiative Association
- When two free H atoms collide with each other, they create an excited hydrogen molecule 

that is unbound.

- It must emit a photon carrying away enough energy to leave it a bound state, or it will break 
apart again. There is no electric dipole moment. As a result, there is no dipole radiation 
that could remove energy from the system and leave the two H atoms in a bound 
state. Electric quadrupole transitions are possible, but the rates are very low.

- As a consequence, the rate coefficient for direct radiative association of H2 is so small that 
this reaction can be ignored in astrochemistry.

• Three-body reaction

- The reaction can occur, when the third body carrying off the energy released when H2 is 
formed, but the rate for this three-body reaction is negligible at interstellar or intergalactic 
densities.

- At the high densities of a protostar or protoplanetary disk, the three-body reaction is able to 
convert H to H2.

H+H ! H
⇤
2 ! H2 + h⌫
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• Formation of negative hydrogen ion by radiative association followed by 
formation of H2 by associative detachment:
- First step:

- Second step:

This is an exothermic ion-molecule reaction.

- The density of negative H ion is very low because the formation rate of   (first step) 
is slow while there are many, rapid processes that destroy  .

• In the absence of dust (e.g., in the early universe),    is the 
dominant channel for forming H2.

H
�
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Grain Catalysis of H2

• The dominant process of H2 formation in the Milky Way and 
other galaxies is via grain catalysis.
- The surface of a dust grain acts as a lab of chemical activity.
- Adsorption:
‣ A H atom colliding with a dust grain has some probability of sticking 

(bounding) to the grain.
‣ Sticking probability:

- Diffusion & Reaction:
‣ Initially, the binding may be weak enough that the H atom is able to 

diffuse (i.e., random-walk) some distance on the grain surface, until 
it happens to arrive at a site where it is bound strongly enough that it 
becomes “trapped.”

‣ Subsequent H atoms arrive at random locations on the grain surface 
and undergoes their own random walks until they also become 
trapped, but eventually one of the newly arrived H atoms encounters 
a previously bound H atom before itself becoming trapped.

‣ When the two H atoms encounter one another, they react to form H2.

- Desorption:
‣ The energy released when two free H atoms react to form H2 in the 

ground state is  = 4.5 eV. This energy is large enough to 
overcome the forces that were binding the two H atoms to the grain, 
and the H2 molecule is ejected from the grain surface.

ΔE

ps ⇡ 0.3 for grains with a ⇠ 0.1µm
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Results
We study experimentally the formation of water on silicate surfaces.
For this purpose, we deposit O2 molecules on silicates, and deposit D
atoms in a second step. The surface chosen in this study is usually
used as interstellar dust analogs. After deposition at 10 K, the surface
temperature is increased up to 200 K and molecules are measured in
the gas with a mass spectrometer. The results of these experiments
are presented in fig. 2. The solid lines represent the thermal desorp-
tion spectra of O2 (mass 32), the dashed lines the signal for D2O
(mass 20), while dotted lines the signal of D2O2 (mass 36), as the
temperature of the surface is increased at 0.04 K/s. The thermal
desorption spectra of the 3 different species on silicate surfaces are
represented in red. For comparison, we also report our experimental
results for the formation of water on graphite (green), and non por-
ous ice (blue).

The black line represents the thermal desorption spectrum when
only O2 is deposited on silicate surfaces. It desorbs as a single peak at
around 35 K and the integrated signal corresponds to 1.0 monolayer
(1 ML , 1015 atoms/cm2). The red lines (solid for O2, dashed for
D2O and dotted for D2O2) represent the thermal desorption spectra
when O2 is similarly deposited, and is exposed to 4 1015 atoms/cm2 of

D. In this case, the desorption of O2 around 35 K is very weak
compared to the deposition of O2 only, meaning than most
($90%) of the initial O2 molecules have disappeared. D2O and
D2O2 desorption features are observed at 150 K, and before 200 K,
respectively. The location of these peaks in temperature allow to
derive the binding energies of the different species on the substrate.
These binding energies are reported in table 1. Previous studies
showed that O2 reacts quickly with D, forming O2D, D2O2 and finally
D2O16–18. The area of the desorbed peaks indicates that only 35% of
the oxygen has been included in the D2O and D2O2 molecules,
meaning than around 65% of the O2 molecules are missing from
the surface.

The O2 molecules missing in the desorption spectra are believed to
be ejected into the gas phase during exposure with D atoms, follow-
ing chemical reaction. In this sense, once new species are formed, and
are unable to thermalize on the surface, they are released into the gas
phase (the so called chemical desorption). To prove the existence of
this process, we monitor the mass signal during D irradiation, with
the quadrupole mass spectrometer placed in a position remote from
the sample. The measurements are reported in the inset of fig. 2
before and during D irradiation for D2O (mass 20), DO2 (mass 34)
and D2O2 (mass 36). We observe a direct D2O signal far above the

Figure 2 | Experimental evidence of chemical desorption. Desorption peaks of O2 (solid), D2O (dashed) and D2O2 (dotted) species after the exposure of
D atoms on 1 ML coverage of O2 ice deposited on different substrates (silicates SiOx in red, graphite in green and np-ASW ice in blue) held at 10 K. Inset:
D2O, D2O2 and D2O monitored with the QMS during the exposure of D atoms on 1 ML coverage of O2 ice deposited on the silicate substrate at 10 K.

Table 1 | TPD desorption peaks and associated binding energies of

the molecules on the silicate surface

Species TPD peak Binding energy (K) ref.

H2 12 K 300 [11]
H 500 [20]
O 1100 This work
O2 40 K 1255 [15]
O3 67 K 2100 Minisale et al.

submitted
O2H 4000
OH 140 K 4600
H2O 145 K 4800 This work and [21,22]
H2O2 180 K 6000 This work

Figure 1 | Sketch that illustrates the chemical desorption process. Species
coming from the gas accrete on the dust surface and can meet each other to
form other species. For some reactions shown in this study, the formed
product is ejected in the gas.
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Sketch that illustrates the chemical 
desorption process.
[Fig 1, Dulieu, 2003, Scietific Reports]
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Figure 4.1 A schematic of the formation of molecules on grain surfaces. Gas
phase species accrete, diffuse, and react on an interstellar grain surface.

scale for the process – and the surface migration rate – which governs the reaction
network. We will briefly discuss these “steps” and the parameters that control
them.

4.2.1 Accretion

The accretion rate of species on grains is given by

kac = nd!dvS"T#Td$! 10−17
(

T

10K

)1/2

n s−1# (4.27)

where T and Td are the gas and dust temperature and a mean mass appropriate for
CO has been assumed. The sticking coefficient depends on the species accreting,
the thermal velocity of the gas, and the excitation of the phonon spectrum of the
grain, as well as the interaction energy of the gas phase species and the surface.
Except for atomic H, this sticking coefficient is expected to be close to unity at
the low temperatures of interstellar molecular clouds. Based upon experiments

A schematic of the formation of molecules 
on grain surfaces. [Fig 4.1, Tielens]



Photodissociation of H2

• Photodissociation:  
-  Photodissociation is the principal process destroying interstellar H2.

H2 + h⌫ ! H+H+KE
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Schematic drawing of the potential energy curves of 
molecular hydrogen [Figure 7.4, Ryden]
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Figure 7.4: Schematic drawing of the potential energy curves for the ground 
electronic state and the first and second excited electronic states of molecular 
hydrogen. 

Figure 7.1, you might think that photodissociation of H 2 is a simple task; if it's 
in the ground state, hit it with a photon of energy hv > 4.52eV. That will lift 
it to a vibrational state with quantum number v > 14, which will be unbound; 
the two hydrogen atoms then fly away from each other and the dissociation is 
complete. Well, this isn't how it works in reality. Absorbing a photon to lift the 
molecule to av> 14 vibrational state requires a quadrupole transition, which 
has a small transition probability. 

The main mechanism by which H 2 is actually photodissociated is a two-
step process, involving the excited electronic states of H 2 • Figure 7.1 shows 
the potential energy curve for the ground electronic state of H 2 • Figure 7.4 
shows both the ground electronic state and the lowest excited electronic states. 
The energy difference between the v = 0, J = 0 level in the ground electronic 
state, and the v = O,J = 0 level in the first excited electronic state is E = 

ll.18eV, corresponding to A= 1108A. This is a higher energy than the 10.2eV 
energy of the Lyman a line in atomic hydrogen. The transitions between the 

X

B

C

‣ The first step is absorption of a resonance 
line photon (λ = 912-1108Å), raising the H2 
from an initial level   to a level 

 or  of the first and second 
electronic states. This photoexcitation is via 
a permitted absorption line, and therefore 
the newly excited level is guarranteed to 
have electric dipole-allowed decay 
channels, with a large transition probability.

‣ The excited level is most likely to decay to 
vibrationally excited bound levels                
of the ground electronic state, and such 
decays occur ~85% of the time. However, a 
fraction of ~15% of the time, the downward 
spontaneous transition will be to the 
vibrational continuum ( ) of the 
ground electronic state: The two hydrogen 
atoms will then fly away from each other 
and the hydrogen molecule is dissociated.

X(υ, J )
B(υ′ , J′ ) C(υ′ , J′ )

v > 14
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PhotoDissociation Regions (PDRs)
• The edge of a molecular region, where molecules turn to atoms, is termed a 

photodissociation region or interchangeably a photon dominated region, 
both with the same PDR abbreviation.
- Far-ultraviolet (FUV) radiation (91.2nm-200nm) can dissociate molecular hydrogen, 

ionize carbon, and broadly affect the physical properties and chemical composition of 
the gas.
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lifetimes, <∼ 30 Myr. The structure of the ISM on Galactic scales is
described in more detail in Chapter 10.

7.9 Photon Dominated Regions
The edge of a molecular region, where molecules turn to atoms, is
termed a photodissociation region or interchangeably a photon dom-
inated region, both with the same PDR abbreviation. Far-ultraviolet
radiation (FUV), defined as wavelengths shorter than 200 nm to the
hydrogen ionization limit 91.2 nm (energies 6.2–13.6 eV), can dissoci-
ate molecular hydrogen, ionize carbon, and broadly affect the physical
properties and chemical composition of the gas.

The structure of a PDR is illustrated in Figure 7.11. The FUV
radiation field enters the region from the left hand side and is attenuated
by dust in the atomic region. Once it drops below a certain level, the H2

formation rate exceeds its photodissociation rate and the gas becomes
predominantly molecular. The H2 molecules further shield the interior
and rarer molecules, first CO and then others, form deeper in the cloud.
The spectral lines from the various species regulate the temperature and
provide distinct signatures of each region of the PDR.

Calculating the structure and observable properties of PDRs
requires detailed models but it all starts with H2. As a stable molecule,
its formation is an exothermic reaction with a binding energy of 4.5 eV.
We discuss its formation on dust grain surfaces in the following section
and focus here on its excitation and dissociation. The potential energy
of H2 as a function of the distance between its nuclei is illustrated in
Figure 7.12. The lower, ground state asymptotes to zero at large
separations and has a minimum, equal to negative the binding energy, at

FUV
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CII
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CII

H2

CI CO

DARK
CLOUD

AV(mag) 0.5 1 2

log10T (K) 3 2 1

Fig. 7.11. The structure of a
PDR. The FUV radiation
enters from the left hand
side into a neutral atomic
cloud and is attenuated by
dust to the point where
molecular hydrogen begins
to form in suf!cient numbers
to self-shield. Deeper in,
carbon becomes neutral and
then reacts with oxygen to
form CO. Very little radiation
penetrates further and more
molecules form in the cold,
dark interior.

The structure of a PDR. The 
FUV radiation enters from the 
left hand side into a neutral 
atomic cloud and is attenuated 
by dust to the point where 
molecular hydrogen begins to 
form in sufficient numbers to 
self-shield. Deeper in, carbon 
becomes neutral and then reacts 
with oxygen to form CO. Very 
little radiation penetrates further 
and more molecules form in the 
cold, dark interior.

[Fig. 7.11. J. P. Williams]



Molecular Clouds: Observations
• Cloud Structure

- The clouds are very clumpy, with the dense cores having typical sizes of < 1 pc or 
smaller, and densities > 106 cm-3.

- The overall cloud extends for 3—20 pc on average, with a mean density of 103-4 cm-3.

- Most molecular clouds show a number of discernible cores. These are often detected 
as sources of molecular lines with high critical densities (e.g., CS), while the general 
cloud is mapped using lines of lower critical density (mainly CO).

- Within the galaxies, molecular clouds are most often seen organized into complexes 
with sizes from 20 pc to 100 pc, and overall H2 masses of 104-6 Msun. The distinction 
between “clouds” and “complexes” in terms of sizes and masses is somewhat 
artificial.

- A more precise statement would be that we see a wide range of structures, from 
single small clouds to large complexes of clouds, with many complexes arrayed along 
the spiral arms of the Galaxy.
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Molecular Clouds: Cloud Categories
• Cloud Categories (based on the total surface density)

- Individual clouds are separated into categories based on their optical appearance: 
diffuse, translucent, or dark, depending on the visual extinction AV through the 
cloud.

- Diffuse and translucent clouds have sufficient UV radiation to keep gas-phase 
carbon mainly photo-ionized throughout the cloud.
‣ Such clouds are usually pressure-confined, although self-gravity may be significant in some 

cases.

- The typical dark clouds have AV ~ 10 mag, and is self-gravitating. Some dark clouds 
contain dense regions that are extremely opaque, with AV > 20 mag.

- Infrared Dark Clouds are opaque even at 8 μm, and can be seen in silhouette 
against a background of diffuse 8 μm emission from PAHs in the ISM.
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Chapter Thirty-two

Molecular Clouds: Observations

32.1 Taxonomy and Astronomy

Molecular gas is abundant in star-forming galaxies like ours, and occurs over a very
wide range of densities. Individual clouds are separated into categories based on
a their optical appearance: diffuse, translucent, or dark, depending on the visual
extinction AV through the cloud, as shown in Table 32.1.

Table 32.1 Cloud Categories

Category AV (mag) Examples
Diffuse Molecular Cloud <∼ 1 ζ Oph cloud, AV = 0.84 a

Translucent Cloud 1 to 5 HD 24534 cloud, AV = 1.56 b

Dark Cloud 5 to 20 B68 c, B335 d

Infrared Dark Cloud (IRDC) 20 to >∼ 100 IRDC G028.53-00.25 e

a van Dishoeck & Black (1986). d Doty et al. (2010).
b Rachford et al. (2002). e Rathborne et al. (2010).
c Lai et al. (2003).

Diffuse and translucent clouds have sufficient ultraviolet radiation to keep gas-
phase carbon mainly photoionized throughout the cloud. Such clouds are usually
pressure-confined, although self-gravity may be significant in some cases. The
typical dark cloud has AV ≈ 10mag, and is self-gravitating. Some dark clouds
contain dense regions that are extremely opaque, with AV >∼ 20 mag. In some
cases, dark clouds with AV >∼ 102 mag are observed; these infrared dark clouds
(IRDCs) are opaque even at 8µm, and can be seen in silhouette against a back-
ground of diffuse 8µm emission from PAHs in the ISM (see Plate 15).

The terminology in Table 32.1 describes the total surface density of the cloud,
in terms of the visual extinction AV through the cloud. Because molecular clouds
do not form a one-parameter family, terminology has developed to describe other
characteristics of the clouds. Unfortunately, the terminology has not been standard-
ized, and different investigators may use the terms “clump” and “core” differently.
We follow the usage outlined by Bergin & Tafalla (2007).

The giant molecular cloud (GMC) and dark cloud categories are distinguished
mainly by total mass. Groups of distinct clouds are referred to as cloud com-
plexes. Structures within a cloud (self-gravitating entities) are described as clumps.

[Table 32.1, Draine]



• Terminology for Cloud Complexes and Their Components

- The giant molecular cloud (GMC) and dark cloud categories are distinguished 
mainly by total mass.

- Groups of distinct clouds are referred to as cloud complexes.
‣ Molecular clouds are sometimes found in isolation, but in many cases molecular clouds 

are grouped together into complexes.
‣ Since large clouds generally have substructure, the distinction between “cloud” and “cloud 

complex” is somewhat arbitrary.
‣ Delineation of structure in cloud complexes is guided by the intensities and radial velocities 

of molecular lines (e.g., CO J = 1-0) as well as maps of thermal emission from dust at 
submm wavelengths.
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Table 32.2 Terminology for Cloud Complexes and Their Components

Categories Size nH Mass Linewidth AV Examples
(pc) ( cm−3) (M") ( km s−1) (mag)

GMC Complex 25− 200 50− 300 105−106.8 4− 17 3− 10 M17, W3, W51
Dark Cloud Complex 4− 25 102 − 103 103−104.5 1.5− 5 4− 12 Taurus, Sco-Oph
GMC 2− 20 103 − 104 103−105.3 2− 9 9− 25 Orion A, Orion B
Dark Cloud 0.3− 6 102 − 104 5− 500 0.4− 2 3− 15 B5, B227
Star-forming Clump 0.2− 2 104 − 105 10− 103 0.5− 3 4− 90 OMC-1, 2, 3, 4
Core 0.02−0.4 104 − 106 0.3− 102 0.3− 2 30−200 B335, L1535

Clumps may or may not be forming stars; in the former case they are termed star-
forming clumps. Cores are density peaks within star-forming clumps that will
form a single star or a binary star. Table 32.2 gives representative properties for the
different categories.

Molecular clouds are sometimes found in isolation, but in many cases molecular
clouds are grouped together into complexes. Since large clouds generally have
substructure, the distinction between “cloud” and “cloud complex” is somewhat
arbitrary. Delineation of structure in cloud complexes is guided by the intensities
and radial velocities of molecular lines (e.g., CO J = 1−0) as well as maps of
thermal emission from dust at submm wavelengths. Table 32.2 provides a guide to
the terminology.

Much of the molecular mass is found in large clouds known as “giant molecular
clouds” (GMCs), with masses ranging from ∼ 103 M! to ∼ 2 × 105 M!. These
have reasonably well-defined boundaries, but the molecular gas within them has
considerable substructure.

A GMC complex is a gravitationally bound group of GMCs (and smaller clouds)
with a total mass >∼ 105.3 M!. The largest GMC complexes have masses ∼ 6 ×
106 M!.

The nearest example of a GMC complex is the Orion Molecular Cloud (OMC)
complex, with a total mass M ≈ 3 × 105 M!, located ∼ 414 pc from the Sun. A
map of the distribution of molecular gas in the OMC complex is shown in Figure
32.1. There are six GMCs shown on the map, three of which (Orion A, Orion B,
and Northern Filament) form the Orion GMC complex; the other three GMCs on
the map have different radial velocities and are thought to be background objects.

For the currently favored distance d=414 pc, the Orion A, Orion B, and North-
ern Filament GMCs have virial masses 1.2×105 M!, 0.6×105 M!, and 0.8×105 M!
if magnetic fields are neglected. If magnetic fields are dynamically important, as
appears to be the case, the virial mass estimates will increase by a factor of up to
∼ 2. The GMCs are embedded within a lower density H I envelope, with a total H I
mass ∼ 6×104 M!. The Orion A GMC, the most massive of the three GMCs in
the Orion complex, hosts the famous Orion Nebula (M42 = NGC1976) H II region
(see Chapter 28). Plates 13 and 14 show the Orion Nebula; the dust around it is
made visible both by scattering light and by obscuring some parts of both M 42 and
M 43.

[Table 32.2, Draine]



- Structures within a cloud (self-gravitating entities) are described as clumps.
‣ Clumps may or may not be forming stars; in the former case they are termed star-forming 

clumps. Cores are density peaks within star-forming clumps that will form a single star or 
a binary star.

- GMC and GMC complex
‣ Much of the molecular mass is found in large clouds known as “giant molecular clouds”, 

with masses ranging from                   to                          . Theses have reasonably well-
defined boundaries.

‣ A GMC complex is a gravitationally bound group of GMCs (and smaller clouds) with a total 
mass                    .
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Table 32.2 Terminology for Cloud Complexes and Their Components

Categories Size nH Mass Linewidth AV Examples
(pc) ( cm−3) (M") ( km s−1) (mag)

GMC Complex 25− 200 50− 300 105−106.8 4− 17 3− 10 M17, W3, W51
Dark Cloud Complex 4− 25 102 − 103 103−104.5 1.5− 5 4− 12 Taurus, Sco-Oph
GMC 2− 20 103 − 104 103−105.3 2− 9 9− 25 Orion A, Orion B
Dark Cloud 0.3− 6 102 − 104 5− 500 0.4− 2 3− 15 B5, B227
Star-forming Clump 0.2− 2 104 − 105 10− 103 0.5− 3 4− 90 OMC-1, 2, 3, 4
Core 0.02−0.4 104 − 106 0.3− 102 0.3− 2 30−200 B335, L1535

Clumps may or may not be forming stars; in the former case they are termed star-
forming clumps. Cores are density peaks within star-forming clumps that will
form a single star or a binary star. Table 32.2 gives representative properties for the
different categories.

Molecular clouds are sometimes found in isolation, but in many cases molecular
clouds are grouped together into complexes. Since large clouds generally have
substructure, the distinction between “cloud” and “cloud complex” is somewhat
arbitrary. Delineation of structure in cloud complexes is guided by the intensities
and radial velocities of molecular lines (e.g., CO J = 1−0) as well as maps of
thermal emission from dust at submm wavelengths. Table 32.2 provides a guide to
the terminology.

Much of the molecular mass is found in large clouds known as “giant molecular
clouds” (GMCs), with masses ranging from ∼ 103 M! to ∼ 2 × 105 M!. These
have reasonably well-defined boundaries, but the molecular gas within them has
considerable substructure.

A GMC complex is a gravitationally bound group of GMCs (and smaller clouds)
with a total mass >∼ 105.3 M!. The largest GMC complexes have masses ∼ 6 ×
106 M!.

The nearest example of a GMC complex is the Orion Molecular Cloud (OMC)
complex, with a total mass M ≈ 3 × 105 M!, located ∼ 414 pc from the Sun. A
map of the distribution of molecular gas in the OMC complex is shown in Figure
32.1. There are six GMCs shown on the map, three of which (Orion A, Orion B,
and Northern Filament) form the Orion GMC complex; the other three GMCs on
the map have different radial velocities and are thought to be background objects.

For the currently favored distance d=414 pc, the Orion A, Orion B, and North-
ern Filament GMCs have virial masses 1.2×105 M!, 0.6×105 M!, and 0.8×105 M!
if magnetic fields are neglected. If magnetic fields are dynamically important, as
appears to be the case, the virial mass estimates will increase by a factor of up to
∼ 2. The GMCs are embedded within a lower density H I envelope, with a total H I
mass ∼ 6×104 M!. The Orion A GMC, the most massive of the three GMCs in
the Orion complex, hosts the famous Orion Nebula (M42 = NGC1976) H II region
(see Chapter 28). Plates 13 and 14 show the Orion Nebula; the dust around it is
made visible both by scattering light and by obscuring some parts of both M 42 and
M 43.

[Table 32.2, Draine]
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Figure 32.2 Locations of prominent molecular clouds along the Milky Way. From
Dame et al. (2001), reproduced by permission of the AAS.

the long axis of the cloud. There are a number of density peaks, or clumps, along
this filament. The most massive is OMC-1 (∼ 103 M!) centered behind the Orion
H II region. OMC-2 and OMC-3, with masses ∼ 102 M!, are located ∼ 1.7 pc and
2.8 pc N of OMC-1, and OMC-4 is located ∼ 1.4 pc S of OMC-1.

OMC-1 appears to be the site of the most vigorous current star formation in the
Orion A molecular cloud, containing within it a cluster of young stars with total
luminosity L ≈ 105 L!. The most luminous sources in OMC-1 are the Becklin-
Neugebauer object, a B3-B4 star (8–12M!, L ≈ 2500 − 104 L!), and Source I,
a heavily obscured star or protostar with L ≈ 5×104 L!. Source I appears to be
responsible for a spectacular high velocity outflow in OMC-1, expanding radially
outward, and visible in line emission from vibrationally excited H2, rotationally
excited OH, and high-J CO. Genzel & Stutzki (1989) give an excellent review of
the molecular gas and star-formation in the Orion GMC complex.

Figure 32.2 shows the location of prominent molecular clouds projected onto
the sky, and Fig. 32.3 shows the distribution of molecular clouds within 1 kpc
of the Sun, projected onto the disk. The nearest molecular clouds are the Taurus
Molecular Cloud complex, at a distance of ∼ 140 pc, and the R Cor A, ρOph, and
Lupus clouds, at D ≈ 150, 165, and 170 pc, respectively. The Taurus, Lupus, and
ρOph clouds each have M ≈ 3×104 M!; the R Cor A cloud is considerably less
massive, with M ≈ 3×103 M!.

CO line surveys can detect GMCs at large distances, allowing the total number in
the Galaxy to be estimated. Excluding the molecular material within a few hundred
pc of the Galactic Center, the overall mass distribution of GMCs in the Milky Way
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can be approximated by a power-law:

dNGMC

d lnMGMC
≈ Nu

(
MGMC

Mu

)−α

for 103 M" <∼ MGMC < Mu , (32.1)

Locations of prominent molecular clouds along the Milky Way

[Fig 32.2, Draine, Dame et al. (2001)]



Gas Surface Density in the Milky Way
- The most common way to study molecular gas is through molecular line emission, 

and the primary line used is the J = 1-0 transition (2.6 mm) of CO.
‣ This transition is often optically thick, but the CO 1-0 luminosity of a cloud is approximately 

proportional to the total mass.
‣ Velocity-resolved mapping of CO 1-0 together with an assumed rotation curve and 

an adopted value of the “CO to H2 conversion factor” XCO have been used to infer 
the surface density of H2 over the Milky Way disk.
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Figure 32.4 Gas surface densities Σ as a function of galactocentric radius R. The
Sun is assumed to be at R = 8.5 kpc. H2: Surface density of H2 estimated from
CO 1–0 observations (Nakanishi & Sofue 2006). H II: Surface density of H II derived
from pulsar dispersion measures (Cordes & Lazio 2003) (see Fig. 11.4). H I: Surface
density of H I from 21-cm studies (Nakanishi & Sofue 2003). H II + H I + H2: Total
gas surface density. Beyond ∼11 kpc, the total gas surface density (dominated by H I)
declines approximately exponentially, with a ∼3.5 kpc scale length.

mass of the ISM in the Milky Way, contributing a mass M(H2) ≈ 8.4 × 108 M!.
For comparison, the total molecular gas mass of M31 is ∼ 3.6 × 108 M! (Nieten
et al. 2006, using XCO = 1.9 × 1020H2 cm−2/Kkms−1) – about 40% of the
molecular mass in the Milky Way.

32.4 FIR Emission from Dust

The CO 1–0 line is the classic tracer of molecular gas, but the observed line in-
tensity is usually limited by radiative trapping effects, and estimation of the total
molecular mass requires adoption of a value for the XCO factor relating CO J =
1→0 luminosity to H2 mass. As we have seen previously (§19.6), the actual value
of XCO should, in principle, depend both on cloud density and on the excitation
temperature of the CO. Cloud mass estimates based on the CO 1–0 luminosity must
therefore be treated with caution.

We would like an independent way to estimate masses of molecular clouds. One

Gas surface densities as a function of 
galactocentric radius. The Sun is assumed to 
be at R = 8.5 kpc.

- Surface density of H2 estimated from CO 
1-0 observations (Nakanishi & Sofue 
2006), assuming

- Surface density of H II derived from pulsar 
dispersion measures (Cordes & Lazio 
2003).

- Surface density of H I from 21-cm studies 
(Nakanishi & Sofue 2003)

[Fig 32.4, Draine]

XCO = 1.8⇥ 10
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H2 cm
�2/Kkms

�1
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The Fractal Structure of the Molecular Clouds
• Self-similarity of Clouds

- The molecular interstellar medium is very clumpy and fragmented. Its hierarchical structure 
can well be described by a fractal, because of its self-similarity.

- It has no characteristic scale. Fractals by definition are self-similar ensembles, that have a 
non-integer, i.e., fractional dimension.

- The self-similar structures in the ISM extends over 6 orders of magnitude in scale, from 
about 10-4 to 100 pc.
‣ These are not observed for the same molecular cloud only because of technical problems, lack of 

spatial resolution on one side, and difficulty of mapping too large areas on the other.
‣ The scaling relations all over the scales are however obtained by comparing various clouds 

observed with different resolutions.
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3 The Fractal Structure of the Molecular Gas

3.1 Self-similarity of Clouds

The molecular interstellar medium is very clumpy and fragmented. Its hi-
erarchical structure can well be described by a fractal, because of its self-
similarity. It has no characteristic scale. Fractals by definition are self-similar
ensembles, that have a non-integer, i.e. fractional dimension (Mandelbrot
1975). The Hausdorff dimension D determines whether a system is homoge-
neous, and what fraction of space is filled. While a homogeneous system has
a mass increasing as the 3rd power of the scale r (in three dimensions), a
fractal medium may occupy a tiny fraction of space, and its mass is growing
as M ∝ rD, with D lower than 3 (D ≈ 1.7 for the interstellar medium).

The ensemble of molecular clouds, as many fractals considered in physics,
are only approximations of mathematical fractals. They are self-similar only
between two limiting scales, where boundary effects occur, while a pure math-
ematical fractal is infinite; and they are quite randomly distributed, their
self-similarity being only statistical (see Fig. 14).

The self-similar structures in the interstellar medium extends over 6 or-
ders of magnitude in scale, from about 10−4 to 100 pc, and these are not
observed for the same molecular cloud only because of technical problems,
lack of spatial resolution on one side, and difficulty of mapping too large areas
on the other. The scaling relations all over the scales are however obtained
by comparing various clouds observed with different resolutions, using the
dynamics of distances in the Galaxy (from 50 pc to 20 kpc).

Fig. 14. (Left) IRAS 100 µm map of molecular clouds towards the Taurus complex,
located at about 100 pc from the Sun. The far-infrared emission is from heated dust.
The square is ∼ 4000 pc2. (Right) Zoom of the central region (the square is now
∼ 400 pc2).

IRAS 100 μm map of molecular clouds 
towards the Taurus complex, located at 
about 100 pc from the Sun.
The square is ~ 4000 pc2.

Fig 14, Chap 2, Blain, Combes, Draine 
[The Cold Universe]



Dust
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Dust matters!
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• Importance of Dust
- In our Galaxy, the gas-to-dust ratio is about 100:1 by mass. Since the ISM is about 

10% of the baryonic mass of the Galaxy, dust grains comprise roughly 0.1% of the 
total baryonic mass.

- Dust grains absorb roughly 30-50% of the starlight emitted by the Galaxy and re-emit 
it as far-infrared continuum emission. This means that only 0.1% of the baryons 
are ultimately responsible for a third to a half of the bolometric luminosity of 
the Galaxy.

- Dust grains are the central to the chemistry of interstellar gas. The abundance of H2 
in the ISM can only be understood if catalysis on dust grains is the dominant 
formation avenue.

- The formation of planetary system is believed to begin when dust grains in a 
protostellar disk begin to coagulate into larger grains, leading to planetesimals and 
eventually to planets, carrying their complex organic molecules with them.



Observed Properties
• Extinction = Absorption + Scattering

- Dust particles can scatter light, changing its direction of 
propagation. When we look at a reflection nebula, like 
that surrounding the Pleiades, we are seeing light from 
the central stars that has been scattered by dust into 
our line of sight.

- Dust particles can also absorb light. The relative 
amount of scattering and absorbing depends on the 
properties of the dust grains.

• Thermal radiation from Dust
- When dust absorbs light, it becomes warmer, so dust 

grains can emit light in the form of thermal radiation. 
Most of this emission is at wavelengths from a few 
microns (near IR) to the sub-mm range (Far-IR).

• Polarization
- The polarization of starlight was discovered in 1949 

(Hall 1949).
- The degree of polarization tends to be larger for stars 

with greater reddening, and stars in a given region of 
the sky tends to have similar polarization directions.
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PLATE II. 

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MILKY WAY NEAR THE STAR THETA OPHIUCHI. 

Figure 6.1: Photograph by E. E. Barnard of the dark structures near 8 Ophiuchi. 
[Barnard 18 9 9] 

north and south of the bright star ... seem to me to be undoubtedly dark structures, 
or obscuring matter in space, which cut out the light from the nebulous or 
stellar regions behind them." To our experienced eyes, the dark structures near 
8 Ophiuchi are undeniably dust features, but the contemporaries of Ranyard 
had their doubts. The existence of interstellar dust wasn't universally accepted 
until the work of Robert Trumpler in 1930. 

Trumpler was making a study of open clusters within our galaxy. Assuming 
that clusters with similar numbers of stars had a similar physical diameter, he 
used them as standard yardsticks to compute a "diameter distance". Assuming 
that clusters with similar numbers of stars had a similar luminosity, he used 
them as as standard candles to compute a "photometric distance". What he 
found when he plotted diameter distance versus photometric distance is shown 
in Figure 6.2. If Trumpler assumed that open clusters were dimmed solely by 
the inverse square law of flux, then the photometric distances that he estimated 
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Figure 6.3: The Pleiades cluster and surrounding reflection nebulae 
[NASA/BSA/Caltech/ AURA] 

6.1 Observed Properties of Dust 

Although sample-return missions have given us samples of interplanetary dust 
to play with, the properties of more distant interstellar dust must be deduced 
indirectly, primarily by the effect of dust on electromagnetic radiation. Dust 
particles can scatter light, changing its direction of motion. When we look 
at a reflection nebula, like that surrounding the Pleiades (Figure 6.3), we are 
seeing light from the central stars that has been scattered by dust into our line 
of sight. Dust particles can also absorb light. The relative amount of scattering 
and absorbing depends on the properties of the dust grains. When we look 
at a distant star through the intervening dust, the excess dimming of the star 
is caused by a combination of scattering and absorbing. Usually, astronomers 
refer to the net result of scattering and absorbing as extinction. Extinction can 
be dependent on the polarization of the light being extinguished, so dust can 
polarize light from distant stars. 

When dust absorbs light, it becomes warmer, so dust grains can emit light 
in the form of thermal radiation. Most of this emission is at wavelengths from 
a few microns (near infrared) to the sub-millimeter range (far infrared). By 

The Pleiades cluster and surrounding 
reflection nebulae (Fig. 6.3, Ryden)

The dark structures near θ Ophiuchi 
(Barnar 1899; Fig. 6.1, Ryden)



Extinction
• Extinction

- Astronomers characterize the attenuating effects of dust by the “extinction”   at 
wavelength λ. The extinction at a particular wavelength λ, measured in “magnitudes” 
is defined by the difference between the observed magnitude    and the 
unabsorbed magnitude  :

- The extinction measured in magnitudes is proportional to the optical depth:
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= the observed flux from the star

= the flux that would have been observed if the only attenuation had been 
from the inverse square law.

A� = 2.5 log10 (e
⌧�) = 2.5 log (e)⇥ ⌧�

= 1.086⌧�
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• [Q3]
- Suppose that we observe a radio-bright QSO and detect absorption lines from Milky 

Way gas in its spectra. The 21 cm line is seen in optically-thin absorption with a 
profile with FWHM(H I) = 10 km s-1. We also have high-resolution observations of the 
Na I doublet lines referred to as D1 (5898Å) and D2 (5892Å) in absorption. The Na I 
D2 5892Å line width is FWHM(Na I D2) = 5 km s-1. The line profiles are the result of a 
combination of thermal broadening plus turbulence with a Gaussian velocity 
distribution with one-dimensional velocity dispersion             .
You will want to employ the following theorem: If the turbulence has a Gaussian 
velocity distribution, the overall velocity distribution function of atoms of mass M will 
be Gaussian, with one-dimensional velocity dispersion:

- If the Na I D2 line is optically thin, estimate the kinetic temperature T and             .
Note that for a Gaussian function,                                  .            

Homework (due date: 09/26)
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[Q4]
Look up (google) the absolute magnitude of the Sun at V band. What 
would the apparent magnitude be for a solar twin at the Galactic center? 
What would it be with dust assuming that the extinction along the 
Galactic plane is 1 mag/kpc?
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